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ABSTRACT

Damage stability ealeulations are ear-
ried out for eolumn stabilized drillinq
units. Following types of rigs are eonsi-
dered: multi-legged rigs with eireularly
and reetangularly arranged eolumns, with
and without footings, and with subdivided
and non-subdivided eolumns.

Formulas are set up showing the influ-
enee of the geometrie eharaeteristies on the
angle of inelination in the final stage of
flooding. From the results eonelusions are
drawn as to the type of rig to be preferred
from the standpoint of damage stability.

Finally, it is demonstrated that rigs
with favourable characteristies ean attain
a probability of survival of P = 1 without
any subdivision of the eolumns. Rigs which
are not primarily designed with respeet to
damage stability must be subdivided. It
will be shown how subdivision must be in or-
der to get also for these rigs high prohab-
ility values.

NOMENCLATURE

B
o

half heiRht of a compartment
breadth of a rectangular riR (measured
between the centers of two opposite columns)
center of buoyancy of the remaininR intact
part of the rig after parallel sinkage
center of buoyancy of the remaining intact
part of the rig after parallel sinkaRe and
inclination about the axis x'
center of buoyancy of the remaininR intact
part of the riR after parallel sinkage and
inclination about the axis y'
transverse metacenter above center of buoy-
ancy be fore damage
10nRitudinal metacenter above center of
buoyancy before damage

(BM)
o

(B~)o

transverse metacenter of the remaining in-
tact part of the rig above center of buoy-
ancy after flooding
longitudinal metacenter of the remaining
intact part of the rig above center of
buoyancy after flooding
B/2 - half breadth of a rectangular rig
diameter of a column
half vertical extent of damage
center of the remaining intact waterplane
area after parallel sinkage
center of gravity
transverse metacentric height before damage
longitudinal metacentric height be fore
damage
transverse metacentric height of the remain-
ing intact part of the rig
longitudinal metacentric height of the re-
maining intact part of the rig

g . acceleration due to gravity
H - height of a column

Jox moment of inertia of the waterplane area of
the rig before damage, related to the longi-
tudinal principal axis

J moment of inertia of the waterplane area ofoy
the rig before damage, related to the trans-
verse principal axis
moment of inertia of the remaining
intact waterplane area after parallel sink-
age, related to axis x (x')

= moment of inertia of the remaining intact
waterplane area after parallel sinkage,
related to axis y (y')
centrifugal moment of the remaining intact
waterplane area after parallel sinkage,
related to axes x and y (J , , . 0)

center of buoyancy above
x y

bottom before damaRe
(KB)R center of buoyancy of the remaining intact

part of the rig above bottom after flooding
KG - center of gravity above bottom before and

after flooding (lost buoyancy method)
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L length of a rectangular rig (measured between

the centers of the outer columns of a row)

force of buoyancy
L/2 . half length of a rectangular rig
projection of r on axis x'

projection of r on axis y'

number of columns

distance of Bo from axis Yo (measured in a

horizontal plane at the level of Bo)

distance of Bo from axis Xo (measured in a

horizontal plane at the level of Bo)

distance of a column from the vertical center-

line of a radial symmetrie rig

distance between the forces of buoyancy and

weight acting on the remaining intact ~art of

the rig after parallel sinkage (r2 . p + q2 .

m2 + n2)

draft before damage

parallel sinkage

distance of F from axis Yo (measured in the

waterplane after parallel sinkage)

distance of F from axis Xo (measured in the
waterplane after parallel sinkage)

volume of displacement be fore and after flood-
ing (lost buoyancy method)

force of weight
longitudinal principal

waterplane area before

axis running through F

to axis Xo
principal axis of inertia of the remaining

intact waterplane area after parallel sinkage
(about this axis the moment of inertia comes

to a minimum value)
transverse principal axis of inertia of the

waterplane area before damage

axis running through F in parallel direction

to axis Yo
principal axis of inertia of the remaining

intact waterplane area after parallel sinkage
(about this axis the moment of inertia comes

to a maximum value)
angle between the directions of the axis x' and

the longitudinal axis (applicable to rectangu-

lar rigs if N . 4 and 11:S I or if N . 6 and

11 ~ i (1Z-~",)/ (-1'-';"5)'
) or transverse axis

of the rig (applicable if N . 4 and 11 ~ I or if

N . 6 and 11~ ,,(-12.-5/45)/("..-6/'$) )
angle of inclination about axis x' at which the

center of the upper flat of a compartment im-
merges
angle between axis x9 and the line connecting

the centers of the dlagonally opposite corner
columns of a rectangular rig

B/L . breadth-length ratio
angle of inclination of the platform against sea

level in the final stage of flooding
surface permeability

volume permeability

mass density of water

angle of inclination about axis x' due to loss

of buoyancy ("angle of heel")
angle of inclination about axis y' due to loss

of buoyancy ("angle of trim")
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axis of inertia of the
damage
in parallel direction

x'

Yo

y

y'
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B .

y
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper 1s concerned w1th the influ-
ence of the geometrie characteristics of
sem1submersible rigs on damage stability.
Only damages to the columns caused by colli-
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sions will be considered. The intention is
to find out what types of rigs can survive
damages even without any watertight subdivi-
sion of the columns and what types must be
subdivided in order to obtain a certain
amount of survival probability.

Contrary to ships, semisubmersible off-
shore units have several buoyant bodies con-
tributing to the buoyancy of the rig. In
general, spacing of columns is wide enough
for excluding damage to two or more adjacent
columns. Hence, for a high degree of abil-
ity to survive collisions, it only must be
observed that the rig can withstand the
total flooding of one column. This method
of providing survivability, which is only
applicable to multihull units, is much more
effective than the well known method of sub-
dividing a floating body into watertight
compartments. Of course, a watertight sub-
division of the columns of a multi-legged
rig is also possible and contributes addi-
tionally to its survivability.

From these simple considerations we may
conclude that it is much more easier to at-
tain high survival probability values for
rigs than for ships. In spite of this fact
there exists a number of semisubmersibles
which evidently were designed without closer
regard to the influence of hull configura-
tion on damage stability. For example,
three-legged rigs without a well-considered
subdivision will hardly survive a damage to
one of the legs.

Modern drilling rigs meet damage stabil-
ity and subdivision requirements of the clas-
sification societies and of IMCO [1]. They
all have a minimum amount of survival prob ab-
ility. But the rules are not as effective
as they could be. Especially, they do not
give practical instructions to the designer
what type of rig should be preferred from
the damage stability point of view. After
the capsizing of the rig "Alexander Kielland"
the Norwegian Maritime Directorate (NMD)
introduced amendments to the existing natio-
nal stability rules for floatable drilling
units [2]. In future, semisubmersible rigs
operating off the Norwegian coast must be
able to withstand heeling moments even if
the buoyant force of one of the legs will be
lost. This requirement is an important step
forward to more safety on rigs and we only
can hope that IMCO will follow the Norwegian
Maritime Directorate in adopting this amend-
ment to IMCO's "MODU CODE" {1].

2. DAMAGE STABILITY OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF

RIGS

2.1 Multi-leqqed rig of radial symmetrie
type with non-subdivided columns and
w1thout footings

Fig.1 of Appendix 1 illustrates a
column stabilized rig without footings (N
number of columns). All columns have the
same diameter D, the same distance R from
the vertical centerline of the rig and are
spaced equidistantly. The columns are not



TABLE 1. Rad1al symmetrie r1g with non-
subdivided columns and w1thout
footings:

Maximum permissible values of
KG/To if inclination shall be
limited to J 0 = 80 (1JS - 1Jv - I).

R/T - 2 R/T - 3 R/T
0 - 4 R/T - 6

0 0 0

N-4; D/T - 0.25
0

0.50
1.00

N-5; D/T - 0.25
0

0.50
1.00

N-6; D/T - 0.25 2.80
o

0.50 2.80
1.00 2.83

N-7; D/T - 0.25 0 I. 14 > 5
0

0.50 0 I. 14 5>
1.00 0 1.18 > 5

N-R; D/T = 0.25 0 0.70 2.17 > 5
0

0.50 0 0.70 2.18 > 5
1.00 0 0.75 2.23 > 5

N-9; Dir - 0.25 0.27 I. 23 2.98 > 5
0

0.50 0.28 I. 25 2.99 > 5
1.00 0.32 I. 30 3.01 > 5

subdivided by watertight bulkheads or flats.
If one column is damaged the center of gra-
vity G - according to the lost buoyancy
method - is the same as before flooding.
The center of buoyancy, however, chanqes its
location because of the fact that the form
of the remaining intact part of the rig dif-
fers from the original configuration. The
resultant force of buoyancy L acts ver-
tically upward through the new center of
buoyancy Bo' It is equal to the resul-
tant force of weight W, but of opposite
direction. In the upright position, the
distance between these two forces is r.

By reasons of symmetry Bo is located
on the connecting line drawn at the level
of Bo between the center of the column
being flooded and the center of the rig.
In this special case where no footings are
arranged the center of buoyancy Bo and
the center F of the remaining intact wa-
ter plane area are lying on the same verti~
cal line. The principal axis of inertia x',
about which the moment of inertia attains
its minimum value, runs through Fand has
anormal direction to the connecting line
mentioned above.

The forces of buoyancy and weight cause
a list of the rig about the axis x' . As
shown in Appendix 1 the angle of inclination
about x I

- called angle of heel
'f 0 - can

be calculated from the remaining transverse
metacentric height GMR and the leverarm
r of the couple of forces. For small angles
of heel the result is

sin'fc = z
r

!jf

)

. B.. )(

o
1- ~t 1;; (1)

1

(

1- 3 !ff-

)(
R
)

2.

+ ~ + i /1-
~)/D

)

1._
2

1(6

1- 7l-
1;; 1-1; 8C NJli; 7;

(where IlS = surface permeability, \.IV=volu-
me permeability, To = draft before flooding,
KG = center of gravity above base). This
formula is only applicable if the final
waterline is below the lower edge of the
platform and above the bottoms of the co-
lumns.

The second principal axis of inertia
y' of the remaining intact waterplane area
(about this axis the moment of inertia at-
tains its maximum value) intersects the
axis x' in Fand runs through the cen-
ter of the flooded column. Because of the
radial symmetry of the rig the forces of
buoyancy and weight have no component mo-
ment causing an inclination about the axis
y' . Thus, the inclination of the rig in
this direction - designated as angle of
trim ~o - is zero.

In a rough sea, rigs can withstand da-
mages the more likely, the smaller the
angle of inclination of the platform
against sea level in the final stage of
flooding iso Therefore, it can be taken as
a safety standard. Generally this angle,
denoted by J. 0 '

must be calculated from

3

f and ~o (for details see Sect10n 2.4).
6n~y if flooding does not cause a trimming
moment, J. and cf0 are identieal. This is
true for a~l radial symmetrie types of rigs.

From formula (1) conclusions may be
drawn how the characteristics of this type
of rig should be in order to minimize the
angle of inclination. fo de~nds on six
parameters:

'f0 = f (\.IS' \.IV' KG/TQ, N, R/To'
DITo). Parameters N, R/To and DITo are
geometrie factors which are of main interest
because they can be freely chosen in the
early design stage. Permeability .nd locati-
on of center of gravity, however, can only
be varied within a limited range of values.

To get a comprehensive graphical repre-
sentation of the results obtained for this
and the following types of rigs, several
sets of curves were plot ted by computer.
They will be published in [31. In this pa-
per some interesting partial results are
given in tabular form. They clearly show the
influence of the geometrie character1stics
on damage stability.

Table I presents for the mult1-legged
rig without footings values of KG/To wh1ch
must not be exceeded if after flooding of
one column the angle of inc11nation shall be
limited to ~

0 = 80. Permeabi11ty 1s as-
sumed to be \.Is = \.Iv = 1 .

In those cases where va lues of KG/To are
given, ~o = 80 can be attained without
emers ion of the bottom of any column.
Values KG/To < 0 and KG/To > 5 are of no
practical interest. The platform is assum-
ed to be arranged at such a height that in
the final stage of flooding its lower edge



does not immerge. Results which were achiev-
ed for other types of rigs will be presented
in the same way.

2.2 Multi-legged rig of radial symmetric
type with subdivided columns and
without footings

Rigs that cannot withstand flooding of
one column must be subdivided in order to
reduce the angle of inclination to an accept-
able value. The effect of subdivision is
similar to that of reduction of permeabilit~
This is especially true in the case of ver-
tical subdivision. If the columns are sub-
divided horizontally the free-surface effect
cannot be neglected, except the upper flat
of the flooded compartment is below the
final waterplane.

For this reason, separate damage stabil-
ity calculations were carried out for rigs,
the columns of which are subdivided by wa-
tertight flats. As can be seen in Fig.2 of
Appendix 2, the center of the flooded com-
partment is assumed to be located at the le-
vel of the waterplane in the initial stage
of flooding. The height of the compartment
(=2a), however, can vary.

Separate calculations are necessary for
two different regions: In region I the up-
per flat of the flooded compartment is above
and in region 11 below the final waterplane.
These two regions are approaching each other
if the final waterline intersects the center
of the upper flat. In that case the angle
of inclination is f

0 = ßr or ßII respect-
ively. The difference between ßr and ßrr
follows from the different waterplane areas
and the different positions of their centers.
As can be seen in the lower illustration of
Fig.2, the center of the waterplane area
moves back to the center of the rig as soon
as the flooded compartment is fully submerg-
ed. For details of damage stability calcul-
ations see Appendix 2. Following results
are obtained:

Region I

(

IA"

)

4 "R
si"

., ::s2 -K- .- '- x
10 1- b T. T.

14
0 0 (2)

1

(~~J i'X:')'+ 1 {~X;,r+ 1&- ::X?t-
z ~

In Region I the angle of inclination must
satisfy the inequation <Fo< ßr where

~ }lS

)
}l" '/-11 a

tan~! = (1-2 N). (1- ~I/

.
R

(3)

Region 11

1j.~ a 1.
N''f,;'Jö

tanfo = (E )
).

1 JL(~ )2.(~ )Z.+ 1.. (D)2_2 K6
T.. + +T H 1; a T. 7öo

(4)

4

In Region 11 the angle of inclination must
satisfy the inequation

f 0 > BII where

tan~J!=(1-2'i1/), ~
(5)

Formulas (2) and (4) are applicable provided
that the angles of inclination are small, the
lower edge of the platform does not immerge
and the bottom of a column does not emerge.

The positive effect of subdivision on
damage stability becomes evident in Table
(2). The limits of KG/To which must be ob-
served if the angle of inclination shall not
be greater than 80, are considerably higher
than for the rig without subdivis10n of the
columns. The values are calculated for a
homogeneous permeabi11ty of IIS. IIV .. 1 .

TABLE 11. Radial symmetrie rig with sub-
divided eolumns and w1thout
footings:

Maximum permissible values of
KG/To if inelination shall be
limited to ;r

0=
80 (IIS - IIV . I)

a) a/To = 0.5

N . 3; D/T
o

0.25
0.50
1.00

0.25
0.50
1.00

0.25
0.50
1.00

0.25
0.50
1.00

0.25
0.50
1.00

0.25
0.50
1.00

0.25
0.50
1.00

N .. 4; D/T
o

N .. 5;

N .. 6; D/T
o

N .. 7; DITo

N .. 8;

N .. 9; D/T
o

0.25

N .. 3; D/T .. 0.25
o

0.50
1.00

N .. 4; D/T
o

0.25
0.50
1.00

0.25
0.50
1.00

N .. 5; D/T
o

0.29
0.30
0.33

0.66
0.67
0.70

0.91
0.93
0.98

1.11
1.12
I. 17

I. 42
I. 45
I. 48

2.82
2.83
2.90

3.78
3.80
3.82

4.43
4.45
4.50

4.95
4.97
5.01

> 5
> 5
> 5

R/T = 6
o

4.30
4.40
4.40

> 5
> 5
> 5

> 5
> 5
> 5

> 5
> 5
> 5

> 5
> 5
> 5

> 5
> 5
> 5

> 5
> 5
> 5

0.13
0.15
0.20

0.73
0.74
0.80

1.09
I. 10
I. 15

3.77
3.79
3.82

4.96
4.98
5.01

> 5
> 5
> 5

> 5
> 5
> 5

> 5
> 5
> 5

> 5
> 5
> 5



N - 6; D/T - 0.25 1. 33 > 5 > 50
0.50 I. 34 > 5 > 5
1.00 I. 39 > 5 > 5

N .. 7; D/T - 0.25 1.50 > 5 > 5o
0.50 I. 51 > 5 > 5
1.00 1.55 > 5 > 5

N - 8; D/T - 0.25 I. 61 > 5 > 5o
0.50 I. 62 > 5 > 5
1.00 1.67 > 5 > 5

N - 9; D/T - 0.25 I. 71 > 5 > 5
0

0.50 I. 73 > 5 > 5
1.00 1.77 > 5 > 5

TABLE 111. Radial symmetrie rig with non-
subdivided eolumns and a ringlike
lower I-lull:

Maximum permissible values of
KG/To if inelination shall be
limited to Joo = 80 (llg -IIV - I).

R/To- 2 R/T - 3 R/T - 4 R/T - 6
0 0 0

N-4; D/T - 0.25o
0.50

N-5; D/T - 0.25 - - - 0o
0.50 - - - 0.11

N-6; D/T - 0.25 - - 0.04 0.42o
0.50 - - 0.14 0.55

N-7; D/T - 0.25 - 0.09 0.31 0.82
o

0.50 0 0.19 0.42 0.95

N-8; D/T - 0.25 0.06 0.28 0.56 I. 18o
0.50 0.13 0.38 0.68 1.33

N"9; D/T - 0.25 0.18 0.45 0.78 1.53o
0.50 0.26 0.57 0.92 1. 70

For reasons of minimizing motion in
waves the eolumns of a multi-legged rig
shall not be too big. Therefore, normal
semisubmersibles have additional displace-
ment bodies. They are arranged at the bot-
toms of the eolumns (e.g. one small footing
at eaeh eolumn, one eommon ringlike footing
for the eolumns of radial symmetrie rigs,
two longitudinal parallel footings for the
columns of rectangular rigs).

From the stability standpoint, however,
the additional buoyant hull should be as
small as possible. Its unfavourable effect
on intaet stability follows from the lower
height of the center of buoyaney [4J. It is
to be expected that in most cases footings
will also reduce damage stability. In or-
der to get an idea to what extent the angle
of inelination f0 will change if footings
are fitted, damage stability ealeulations
were carried out for a radial symmetrie rig
with a ringlike footing (Fig.3 of Appendix
3). The dimensions of the columns are the
same as in Fig.1 (Appendix 1). All eolumns
are connected by a ring with a box beam
section; breadth and height are identical
with the diameter 0 of the columns. The
bottoms of the ring and the eolumns are ly-
inq in the same horizontal plane.

As shown in Appendix 3 the angle of
inclination

'f.

0 after flooding of one
column is as folIows:

(.
~v/N

}-.1!.
2. ., - .N-.JN Ta

+
1;'v1N

- f(1+1l)(~Y.- 2{1-~+ :~)-f

Of course, the results given in Table
11 are only eorreet if flooding is limited
to the eompartment under eonsideration.
Much smaller or even negative KG/To-values
may be obtained if loeation and extent of
damage are of such kind that adjaeent com-
partments are involved too. Taking this in~
to account it ean be eoneluded that, in
reality, the effectiveness of watertight
subdivision is smaller than may be assumed
from Table 11. In Seetion 3 it will be de-
monstrated that in the case of watertight
subdivision a true judgement of the ability
to survive flooding ean be made by including
the randomness of damage dimensions and cal-
eulating the probability of survival.

2.3 Multi-Iegged rig of radial symmetrie
type with non-subdivided eolumns and
a ringlike lower hull

sin fo =

("-3)')NJI.R-r
.

+ .!lT?)lDJ
-I-).<sIN flTo N r7;,rr./
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This formula can be applied if the angle of
heel is small and neither the footing nor
the platform will reaeh the surfaee of the
water.

The va lues of KG/To being neeessary in
order to obtain an angle of inelination of

~o = 80 are presented in Table 111. Perme-

ability is again assumed to be IIg- IIV - I .

For eonelusions whieh may be drawn from these
results see Seetion 3.

Large diameter eolumns with D/To ~ 1 are
not eonsidered as the lower hull eontributes
to the displacement and, aeeordingly, the
eolumns must be made more slender in eompari-
son to a rig without footings.

2.4 Four-Iegged rig of reetanäular type with
non-subdivided eolumns an two longitud-
inal parallel footings

This type of rig is often preferred be-
cause of its low towing resistanee and its
cost-saving eonstruetion. The seetion of
eaeh footing is quadratie; its breadth, its
height and the diameters D of the four
columns are equally large. An illustration
is given in Fig.4 of Appendix 4.

As eompared with the radial symmetrie
type, rectangular rigs have an additional
geometrie parameter, the breadth-length
ratio TI - B/L. From Table 111 it may be eon-
cluded that in the special ease TI - 1 a four-
legged rig will hardly withstand the flood-
ing of a column. In ease the breadth-length
ratio is smaller (f1< I), the final angle of
inelination, 8 0' will presumably even be
greater. This assumpt1.on follows from the
strong influenee of breadth on intaet stabil-
ity.

In Appendix 4 the angles of inelination

(6)



p,'
1

DIr~.1.0 ; . 0.25 0.81 I.83
0

0.50 0.91 .)

~.0.9 ; DIr . 0.25 0.69 1.59o 0.50 0.80 I.70

~.0.8 ; DIr . 0.25 0.52 1.27
0 0.50 0.64 I.39

about the two axes X' and y' are calculated.
The results are applicable to rigs with ~~,
and with columns of sufficient length in or-
der that after flooding footinqs are still
below and the platform still above water
surface. Furthermore, the angles ..,

Q
and ljIo

must be small. The formulas obtainea are as
follows:

Angle of heel:

6

This formula can directly be derived from
Fig.5. Let P, be a point on the axis y'
which will move down by heeling from P, to

P'" then a point P2 exists on the axis x'
which will move down by trimming to the same
level: P2P'2 = p,P', . After flooding, the
plane marked by the points F, PI, and pI2 is
parallel to the platform deck. The final
angle of inclination, ~o' lies within a

sin
'10 =-

1)t, i. [7+{10f){~+{-~]

Ii (~-)'r) 'V1-(7i:fr~-t}(~+(-{}' '[2 ~~ t
4:~ t7((~;:){~Y(1+f-»-l(Iz+!s)(tY - ~(~~+71- :~)J

Angle of trim:

(7)

sin
to =-

7th t. [1-(7:J&+{- ~J

p (~?,).V1-~-::tY(1-1){)+{-1i (z t~ + lt~~r t7(~)(*)Z&+?lt» - ~({2+fJ(~Y - ~(q!+T- :~) J

New symbols are .
1 = L/2 and '$ =- ~

(1-11)1. + (:!~~)1-

As shown in Fig.4 the principal axes
x' and y' have their origin in F; their
directionsare given by Cl. If ~ ~

"
Cl is

obtained as follows:

t
I

2J)(1

I

~s''lan 20( = = .z.

Jy - J)( (Z-JA5).(1-~ )

After parallelsinkage, heeling about
axis x' and trimming about axis y', the
final angle of inclination of the platform
against sea level is

(9)

.

{
2. Z

.

tQn.:to == i4n
fo + ton~o

('0)

z.'

y'

(8)

vertical plane being perpendicular to the
line P',P'2 .

Systematic calculations which were made
for different diameter-draft ratios (D/To =
0.25 and 0.50), different length-draft ratios
(l/To = 4 and 6) and different breadth-length
ratios (n . 0.8, 0.9 and '.0) proved the cor-
rectness of the assumption that, without sub-
division, the rig will hardly survive the
flooding of a column. I~ each case a final
angle of inclination of ::r0:: 80 is not attain-
able if permeability is \ls. \Iv. 1 and
KG/To ~ O. In order to demonstrate the inf]U-
ence of n, additional calculations were
made for \lS- \Iv. 0.5. Here, J-0 i8 con-
siderably smaller. Table IV presents maximum
va lues of KG/To that are just allowable if
the final angle of inclination shall be
)'0= 60 .

TABLE IV. Four-legged rectangular rig with
non-subdivided columns and two
longitudinal parallel footings:

Maximum permissible values of
KG/To if inclination shall be
limited to ~o= 60 (\ls. \IV . 0.5)

l IT . 4 l IT . 6o 0

Fig.5 Position of the platform plane
element F pI, P '2 after flooding

.) formulas not applicable becaule footingl
become awash

tio of
occurs.
~ = , :

In case of a breadth-length ra-
~ <, heeling as well as trimming
Trimming can only be avoided if

0from equation (9) follows Cl = 45



(axis y' runs through the center of the dam-
aged column). As can be seen from Table IV,
n = 1 should be preferred because of the
higher allowable center of gravity.

2.5 Six-legged rig of rectangular type with
non-subdivided columns and two longi-
tudinal parallel footings

A six-legged rig with a catamaran hull
is a compromise between considerations of
economy and of damage stability. Further-
more, columns can be made smaller in diame-
ter and, as a consequence, excitation by
waves will be less severe compared to a
four-legged rig.

Damage may occur to a central column or
a corner column. In the latter case the ef-
fects of flooding will be more serious. For
this reason, damage stability calculations,
as carried out in Appendix 5, start out
from a damage to a corner column.

The footings of the six-legged rig are
of the same shape as the footings of the
four-legged rig in Section 2.4. The box
beam section is of equal breadth and height.
Each column i5 assumed to be floodable right
down to the bottom of the hull.

The directions of the heel axis x' and
the trim axis y' are obtainable from

t
1

1.3)(:/

I I

'Ps "l

I

Qn 20("
31

_
JII

=- 12-5JLs- b'J2.(3/ls)
(11)

If
't7< -{ '*z -514~

.

the difference between the
l- -1,-,/",.5I moments of inertia Jy and

Jx is positive. The angle of direction, a,
must then be measured as shown in the upper
illustration of Fig.6. For va lues

> / iZ-5"us
. the difference Jy - Jx will

'1 .#8-'I'.s I be negative and a must be
established as demonstrated in the lower
illustration.

Details of calculation are given in
Appendix 5. It must be observed that in the

tz-E,"'.
.

case of "l~
-i8-~)'$

the damaged column al-

ways lies within the first quadrant of the
x'-V'-system of coordinates. In the case of

/

i2- 5")l~

'"7
> ~ the damaged column lies - with

the exception of a very small range of n-
values - within the second quadrant of the
x'-V'-system. The narrow limits of the
aforementioned range are as folIows:

Angle of heel; "1 ~ 11Z-rsl"s' :
-13- ')'s

sil')
10 =

~1fh t.
. (~+ [12-'fs-b'l1.(3/lsJ1# )

(b'f'v)' ,/1 + [12-5fs-'t(3/'JJ]2 ~1-''' )2.'

'}ls'!.

)(

7

RAMiE 1:

o o RANGE 1I .'

y~
'1 :..(12-5"".
/ 18-6,#.

Axis y' runs fhrough
the center aI fhe
damaged column if:

7 - V2/i

Fig.6 Six-legged rectangular rig with two
longitudinal parallel footings:
Location ofaxes x' and y' for dif-
ferent breadth-length ratios n

/1Z.-5J4.
.

.. '17 ... [f;

"8-' 5 l "'(3"
This range is of some importance in so far
as there is a change in the direction of
inclination about the axis V'. Accordingly,
the point of emersion of the hull is situat-
ed on the opposite side. or

Depending on whether n is belowlabove

,,== /"2.-5")0'5' differentformulasare obtained
l 18 -6,P5 I

for 'f 0 and !/Jo:

(12 )

1
1.lD

+
Jf[" f( (I. r;)z.~

) ".. D 2. -
-r;z. zi"i"vJ

+
'1('"";"5)

l1Z-5jus+bt(JjIls)-[12-5;<s-,~1.(3j«s)J~- (,/f~+)ls)(r,) -(iff.tl1[-7t~) ~

x
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Angle of heel: ,,> JU-?' :
l 48.'1'$

Si/lj. = JTJA,{.; . ( 1+ [,~l{3i&3) + 5i~ -12]~
-1

(~1 + [,,1.(3t$)'"~$-~JYJ=ir
~I'l

)C

(13 )

1

2;'1 + zr';,) + :(i~:r~{'(31's)- ,.s~ 12-['fl.(J~)+~-uJ~) -~(U+ts)(~t - {'Il.+fr-1i~)f

Angle of trim: ~ i~Z-~}4s' :'l- 18-6JA.s

51/1to =
11if, 4:. ( 1-[1Z-5;<,-'t{3/'sU ~-1 )

('-,.u,)', 1+ [-rz-S;Us-'{(3I's)j2lJ-1 )2-

r,)'. 'l (14 )

x 1
ztD 9'11'" 'K(.lIT.}L

(1
r:

-
z \1 ) 'lif. )fIJ )l. /J 1 D --:r.r + 1.1,- ) + h',_ ) 1z-~,+,?Z.(3?")+L.f2-~5-" (31:JJ'~ - ~l2&~s rf." - llf- +fr-rr'IF )~. l' "t' TI' i"s · Te I, T.

Angle of trim: f 1:-5}4s' .
"l >

-18-'JAs
.

f :r,..,4: .
(7 - ["l.(3i"s)

.,.
~s - 12]~ )

('""fr)' {1+ ['{(3?J+5fs-1~1.f~'f-1 y:'Jl,Yf

x

(15 )

x
1

liD n' 'if(l/T,)Zt, 1. f, .1 ~) 'Ir /»)2. ~ l :1)) K&
T,L +

1.('1"')
+

'1('"')'5) ~'f
(3-,.s) - 5i<s+ 12+L,{'(3~s) +5';ts-~J; - ~~"'I'shr.~ - lifT, +17r-~f, T,

Symbol ~ in equations (12) to (15) was
introduced for the purpose of contracting

the formulas: .,

"" 11'" [ Cf'I1f~ ]2-

i' 1Z-~.,-'? (3-}<,)
From these formulas the final angle of

inclination against sea level can be deter-
mined by using equation (10), Systematic

calculations carried out for different valu-
es of ~S' ~v' ~, l/To' D/To and KG/TodLearly
show the favourable effect of the arrange-
ment of the two additional legs. Compared
to the four-legged rig the final angle of
inclination, Aro

'
is smaller. Some results

are given in Table V.



TABLE V. Six-legged rectangular rig with
non-subdivided columns and two
longitudinal parallel footings:

a) Maximum permissible values of
KG/To if inclination shall be
limited to lr0 = 80 (lls. \Iv . 1)

tIT . 4 .tIT . 6
o 0

1.0 D/To < 0
o

0.52
.)

0.44
.)

0.21
.)

0.10
0.20

o
0.09

0.25
0.50

0.25
0.50

0.25
0.50

0.25
0.50

0.25
0.50

Tl 0.9 D/To < 0
< 0

< 0
< 0

< 0
< 0

< 0
< 0

Tl 0.7 D/To

Tl 0.6 D/To

Tl . 0.5

.) formulas not applicable because footings

become awash

b) Maximum permissible values of
KG/To if inclination shall be
limited to &0 = 60 (\lS. \IV. 0.5)

l/T 4o UT 6o

Tl 1.0 D/To
2.47
.)

2.37
.)

1.80
I.97

0.25
0.50

0.25
0.50

0.25
0.50

I.27
I.41

I.20
I.35

0.90
1.04

Tl 0.9 D/To

Tl 0.7 D/To

.) formulas not applicable because footings

become awa$h

Comparing the results presented in Sec-
tions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 it can be deduced
that the damage stability values of rect-
angular rigs with a catamaran hull and a
breadth-length ratio of 11,,1 do not differ
much from the damage stability values of a
radial symmetrie rig with a ringlike lower
hull and a radial distance of columns of
R<os t. This statement is approximately true
on condition that number and diameter of the
columns are the same. For instance, Table
111 may be used for a rough assessment of
damage stability of a eight-legged rectan-
gular rig. Formulas for this type of rig
are not given in this paper but can be de-
rived in a similar way as demonstrated in
Appendix 5.

3. ASSESSMENT OF THE ABILITY TO SURVlVE

DAMAGES AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

An assessment of the ability to sur-
vive damages can be made by calculating the
probability of survival. Regulations based
on this principle exist for some ten years
for passenqer ships [5]. Contrary to ships,

9

rigs can attain a survival probability of
P = 1 under good weather eonditions and of
P = 1 or nearly 1 under bad weather conditi-
ons. Assuminq that no heeling moments are
acting, a rig ean be made "unsinkabieN even
without any watertiqht subdivision if follow-
ing points are observed:

high number of eolumns (N)8 is to be pre-
ferred)
eolumns arranged as far as possible from
the vertieal eenterline of the rig (R/To
or tlTo>3 is to be preferred)
no footinqs
breadth-length ratio of rectangular rigs
not smaller than 11. 1
big columns (compared to other parameters
the influence of DITo is rather small)
center of gravity as low as possible

Example: Nine-Iegged radial sYmmetrie rig
without footings (N=9, R/To=4, \lS. \Iv. 1).
From equation (1) foliows:
)
0 = 5.70 if KG/To = 1.5

}

influenee of D/To

Jo = 8.00 if KG/To = 3.0 can be negleeted

It is quite evident that this rig ean with-
stand any damage to a eolumn. Therefore,
under good weather eonditions, the probab-
ility of survival will be P = 1.

For "unsinkability" also under bad
weather conditions, additional faetors are
import an t:

ability to withstand large heeling moments
in damaged condition ()o should be as small
as possible: large righting moments over a
wide range of angles are to be aimed At)
minimization of wind heeling moment.) (in
heeled condition the total projeeted area
exposed to wind should be a8 small &s
possible: structural members are to be
arranged and shaped with a view to a mini-
mum wind force eoefficient)
minimization of wave heeling moment (the
rig, considered to remain in its position,
will be affected by a heeling moment which
can be kept small if the volume of dis-
placement is concentrated at the bottoms
of the columns. Hence, footings also have
a positive effect on survivability)
avoidance of large amplitudes of wave-in-
duced motions (small column diameters are
to be preferred because the special quality
of semisubmersibles, namely small amplitu-
des of motion, will be reached all the more
the smaller the waterplane iso Another po-
sitive effect is that parametric excitation
cannot occur)

If for reasons of economy and practicab-
ility the conditions stated above cannot be
fulfilled, a probability of survival P < 1
must be accepted. Before calculating sur-
vival probability some definitions must be
made. First of all, it must be tried to
define the boundary between survival and
non-survival. It may be assumed that a rig

.)
The percentage of collisions occurring at severe

storm conditions will be higher for rigs than for

ships. Ships chiefly collide when sailing at bad

visibility conditions and, according to nature,

wind velocity will then be low [6].



will survive a damage if the angle of incli-
nation caused by flooding and a resulting
heeling moment does not exceed a critical
value (wind heeling moment based on a wind
veloeity of 50 knots [1]; wave steepness
aeeording to the stability regulations for
the German Navy = (10+0.05 m-4 ).)-4, where
). = wave length; the most unfavourable wave
length may be taken). This critical angle
may be determined by the loeation of lowest
opening through whieh progressive flooding
may take place or by an absolute value of
25 degrees, whiehever is less.

In those eases in which the boundary
between survival and non-survival will be
almost reached, no reserve stability exists
which enables the rig to survive a larger
resulting heeling moment than the assumed
one. This may be taken into aecount by
introducing a factor which will reduce sur-
vival probability if the rig cannot with-
stand additional moments (in (5) this is
done by the factor "s" which evaluates the
effeet of freeboard, stability and heel in
the final flooded condition).

A rig which cannot withstand flooding,
must be subdivided by watertight decks or
bulkheads. Subdivision, however, will be
only effective, if in case of collision at
least some watertight decks or bulkheads
remain undamaged. In order to ealculate the
probability that flooding will be limited to
a eompartment or a group of adjacent eompar~
ments it must be derived from damage sta-
tisties how loeation and dimensions of dam-
age are distributed. As for rigs a suffi-
eient quantity of damage data does not ex-
ist, realistie assumptionsmust be made for
the frequeney funetions.

Collisions will mainly oeeur near the
level of the waterplane. The vertieal ex-
tent of damage will vary from very small
va lues to large values. It ean be deduced
from [7] that the half vertieal extent of
damage, e, follows a lognormal frequeney
funetion:

L

f(e) =
0.434-3 exp(-

([°1 e -.t]
~)

(16)
""zr.:

.G'.e 2.tT :J

where ~ and 0 are parameters whieh must
be determined from damage statisties.

In Fig.7 the lognormal funetion (broken
line) is replaeed by a linear funetion (so-
lid line):

f(e)~f (I-!: ) (17)
o eo H

If eo is estimated at eo ~

6"
(H height

of eolumn).) , f follows from
o

e. e.

S
{re)de = f,

f (1-f.)Je = 1 (18)

o tI

The solution is f ~
g and equation (17)

beeomes
0 H

12 6f(e) - Ii (I - He) (19 )

.) For comparison: in [5] a maximum total damage
length of 0.24 L is assumed for passenger ships

10

1

1-- R

f (e)

o
o

--. --
e. e

Fig.7 Horizontally subdivided damaged
column and frequeney function f(e)
of vertical extent "e" of damage

In view of the lacking knowledge of the cor-
reet funetion this simplification may be ac-
cepted. Furthermore, it may be assumed that
the center of damage is located at the level
of To' Then, in case of horizontal water-
tight subdivision, a most simple formula can
be derived for the probability P that dam-
age extent "e" will be smaller than the di-
stance "a" of a watertight flat from the in-
itial waterplane (see Fig.7):

P[e~a} = Jf(eJrJe = 1z(fJ) - 36(-~t (20)
(I

Of course, this formula is only applicable
a I a I

if H:5 6"
If

H
2:

6" '
maximum damage ex-

tent eo does not exceed flat distance "a"
and thus P {e ~ a} = 1 .
Example: Seven-legged radial symmetrie rig
without footings (N=7, R/To=2, To/H=0.5,
KG/To=1.5, ~S - ~v. 1). The influence of D/T
on damage stability is rather small and wil~
therefore be ignored. Heeling moments are
assumed to eause capsizing if the angle of
inelination due to loss of buoyancy exceeds
~o = 100 .
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- ~: P{e~ a} ,. 0.9375 Caleulation of damage stability of a multi-

o .3 ,. SO if e
""

a . legged radial symmetrie rig with non-sub-
,3-0 > 100 if e i?= a : divided eolumns and without footings

o

From this example it ean be seen that
also rigs with non-optimum geometrie eharae-
teristies (e.g. small va lues R/To as in this
ease) ean survive damages if they are sub-
divided effeetively. In this example, a
probability of survival of P = 0.9375 ean be
attained by the arrangement of watertight
flats at a distanee a = H/8 from the level
of T . As ~o = 100 will not be reaehed,
the ~amaged rig ean withstand some addition-
al moments and, aeeordingly, the reduction
of P, as mentioned afore, will be very
small or even unneeessary.

Considering that the eorreet distribu-
tion of damage data may differ from the as-
sumed one, the real probability of survival
may be somewhat higher or lower than P =
0.9375. For the purpose of judging surviv-
ability, however, these differenees are not
problematic if P, as ealeulated ~n this
paper, will be taken as a criterion.

The question of the minimum amount of
P that should be required is a point of
discussion and eannot be answered in this
paper. From the teehnieal point of view
even a regulation preseribing P = 1 for all
semisubmersible rigs could be satisfied.
If also va lues P < 1 shall be permitted the
minimum values can be set a good deal higher
than those which are required in [5] for
passenger ships.

Oamaged rig after parallel
Mi I

r

sinkage

L

I
I
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Fig.1 Radial symmetrie rig without footings
in damaged eondition
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From Fig.1 : smfo=(6M)ft = (aM)RITo

The final formula for the angle of inelina-
tion is obtained by using the foregoing ex-
press ions for r/R and (GM)R/To: see
Section 2.1, equation (1) .

APPENDIX 2 :

Calculation of damage stability of a multi-
legged radial symmetrie riq with subdivided
columns and without footings

a) l~!~~!_§!~~!!!!Y

See Appendix 1

Depending on whether the upper flat of
the damaged compartment 1s loeated above
or below final waterline, damage stabil-

12

ity values will be different.

REGION 1. Upper flat above final waterline

~rL

a) 1~!~9!_§!~Q!!!!Y

All symbols are listed and defined in the
nomenelature.

.G

-~--....--------

REGION 11: Upper flat belON final waterline

I

I

I
I
I~

I

~
R ---I

L
Fig.2 Radial symmetrie rig with subdivided

eolumns: upper flat of the damagedcom-
partment above and below final waterline
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(6/t1)R
= .i f"-3h/N

~
lR)

Z.

+ ..1.. (1- W)(.D)'--r 2."- ,. IN l'1:
'"

'JAsi' / T. +
10 r"S 0 0

+ .1[1+( )Jr/N )la )2.] _ i?G

1. 1-JAw/N rr.; Ta.

The angle of inclination can be calculated
as shown in Appendix 1. The result is given
in Section 2.2, equations (2) and (3).

fRegion II: 'f0
> 8][1

In this case, characterized by a constant
amount of flooding water, preference is
given to the "added-weight" method of cal-
culating damage stability. From Fig.2 fol-
lows:

a-6T
( )

atg ß = - = 1-2 IJ IN . -X R V R

With 6T = 2 (IJv/N).a

the volume of displacement, including the
weight of the flooding water, becomes

v' = iN [1+2(lJv/N);o]D2To

The height of the center of gravity after
flooding is

2.{u,,/N)~ + ~
;[ + 2.~'(/N)~

., t~)2. ..1..( D)2.
L 'Fa

+.((j L
1 + 2. (;;'y/N) ~

(~)' = 1: [1+2~(IN)~]o

(1(8Y =
1;;

Further, one gets

(BMJ1
T='
o

and

The results of the "added-weight" method of
caleulation are:

(GM)'
:::I

[ 1+l~'/N) t ]
X

To

)( ri!R )l+ ilD.'Z. + i +Z(&J2/a )2_ K6
Jlflt -16l-rol 1. Nll~ "fo

, -Ri~hting moment MR = pw.g.vr. (GM) I.sin fo
I '11 2.JHeeling moment MH = 2"

pw.g.IJV.a.R.D .cos ,0

From MR = M' follows equation (4) in Sec-
tion 2.2 wh~eh may be used for determining
the angle of inelination 10 .
APPENDIX 3 :

Caleulation of damage stability of a multi-
legged radial symmetrie rig with non-sub-
divided eolumns and a ringlike hull
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Fig.3 Radial symmetrie rig with a ringlike
hull in damaged condition
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(-I-J)l.s/H )(R)2.
+

81lD +
= "-)'cIN Ta N'T,,&

( J) SR )2. -{- To+ N.T.

('1+ß/N).(D/r,/ KG

." (-1_ A + ..!!t ) - To
"ö NTo

. r/R ' 'R/To
lf0 follows from 'In fo= (GMJ Ir. (see equati-

on (6) in Section 2. 3) . R 0

APPENDIX 4 :

Calculation of damage stability of a four-
legged rectangular rig with non-subdivided
columns and a catamaran hull

V 1 ( I 1I"D )= D r 4-- +7[--o 0 Ta 21ö

(- ) 2111. +
1( _][ (.D\l

KB 0
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TaL 2. If [1;,1
1: l 'it"D

o /t-T. +T-.z.T.. 0

JBJ,f)o = To{(tl" + :lf(~Y
-r;, .,.1.+'4- '1rD

To .17;,

(SM) T ('l )1.
+

1t"( D)l
~ = 'fo -1ft r"

Ta lf 1 + 'ir - .:uLr. 2.Ta

(G- ) 211!. +
?r + 1i'Z(l )L _ J'U (~ )L

~ = T.,& Z. 'l 1ö 16 To

~ y.1. + 7[ _ 'iI"~
Ta 2To

(6ML)o
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To

2.11i + 'ii + ?C(1.
Y

_ ~ (D )zTo.z. To 16 To
h l '/rDT- +1(--1;, 1."'0

u V &-
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.t i. rof"~
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Fig.4 Four-legged rectangular rig with
catamaran hull in damaged condition

~ - r S. ( )t - T' .n lo(+( ..m.. - 1:., cos ~+ r )
l - l to

where
I

E&
I

)(5''[ton 2« =
"JJ-Jx

= (Z-/"s).(4-'l.%.)

and ton r = T{

(KB)R_
Ta

lD +.z.'lr 7I ( D)2.
2.T;!- ~ - T r;

J. ' 'lrD
4T.: +?( - 2.Tö

'S := ~
(1-172.) z.

-+ (&.!L ) 2.'
( 2. -)ols

following formulas are obtained :

2ßv
.-e. = !L =

(-8T + 2 _ 12.)i b (4-/"v)' '111;; "Ta

1T _ )lv
1;, - If-'pv



.! 1i 2./1)2. l1f(Jt)2.

2. 7 Dö + 32. 1;
4-1+11i-1G2.

1; 2. To

Inclination about axis X' caused by the co~
responding component of the revolving couple
of buoyancy- and weight-forces:

'7.i ' 1......
sin oß - -2!: - " I.

10 - (GM)R -
Inclination about axis y' caused by the cor-
responding component of the revolving couple
of buoyancy- and weight-forces:

m YI}f'~
sin 1f-o = (GMt)R

= (GM,JR/r;;

Substituting the expressions given above
into the equations for ~o and ~o' one ob-
tains the full formulas (equations (7) and
(8) in Section 2.4). If ~o and ~o are
known, ~ 0 can be determined from equation
(10).

APPENDIX 5 :

Calculation of damage stability of a six-
legged rectangular rig with non-subdivided
columns and a catamaran hull

a) ~~~~~~_§~~e!!!~Y

V
2. ( i 3 7tD )= D 1': ~- + -1f --o 0 Tc; L 10

(Kä)o:= 2~ +t'l(-f(~)2.
Tc; 41. + 1.7r _ ?iD

7; 2. To

(8M1 =~-

(
_

) ~ /,)2'J Z. .) 'Tl"(, )I.D)Z

~ =:
r If- 5 Tc. 'It - J + ,q. (~i"s. (Tc

~ If- -tTC- .JaJ.T,; 21ö

(BML)R
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7f(~){t)Y.{+,Z.+ rJ + if (1f;JI.s)(fY
Ta /j1. .fTr- '.t'D

To 27ö

(GM)R
=

2~ + ~ + 7l(-t;:)(fY~+~2._»
[ 1 TD
o If- +7[- -1; Z7ö

_ ~(IZ+)ls}(*)2. _ KG

'f- + 'lr - :r.Jl 10
7ö .z.7;

(6MI.)R = ~ -+ -!!fv + 7r(-fß;;){iY-~+{'+ ~)
1;; 1f1 + 'r _ 1lD'

r. zr.,

_ ! (1Z+)As) (~)l. KG
L --If - + 'f[- l.Tr..

I> 'fo
To 0
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"fo ".1 + .lr _ TD
To 1. To

(GM) Zl~ +1.T+ll(zL)1._ Cr/D )1. -
o

==
t ". Z Te .U ( 'lö KG

Tc ~1: + fit - T"
T.
D - 7:o. 0
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2.ffr + ~?i + ?i(f:)Z - ~7r(ty. KG

7;; ~-T.
l + 1.7(- 7r

r.
D - y

o 1. 0
0

u V ).I.--- ---l - b 6 -f's ; - !--{1+{

.2. _
'1 =0

3)ty

1. - b ('-/iv)' (#+3 -2 fJ
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1;-

,.uv

'-I"v

I ) 112 9'11"" 1r(D)L
lKB R

=
z To~+ 2(6-,...v) - I 7;

"Ta ~1 + A'{"- ~
To .I. T

~ == ~ 1+ [iZ-~~:,\(3-,.a)J
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following formulas are obtained:
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r.- ) 'Tr(llr.).z. .z

I
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+ li. ((;/"5). {D/To)Z-

~!. + 1. 'f( - Jl1l
Te J. T

(SMJR _ ~~~~~ (1z-5jJs+';l3;Psl+/i2-~s-"ZI31'sl/~)
1; - . ~.!+.!1f-'CJl +

To z ~

+ ! (';Us)
. (Dhö).I.

lf! + 1.7(- n
T, 1. To

(GM)R
= ~ +'!I/!J:!t(1z-5"psHfZ[1-,J-I1z-o/Js-"Z[3Jsl/~)
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Te 1. T,

9'11' ..1t(. 2. -
+ i7Cii;)- ,,,. 2H)ls)(Dfr.) KG

".1 + ~7r- TlD - T
Te z Te 0
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and

'f ",,~1Z-5t..: ~= tr"'Sin(<<-t-r)1 1- 18- 6)1s 1

.m.
""

1:. cos (<<+'( )
1 1

if I?:a{1Z-5",u$' : 11.
""

{. c.os(<<-r)
l ,fg-6fs 1,4,

f = ;./ sin(<<-r)
I

where
I

')JS'7

I

tan lo{ = -11- 5't's- '7L (3-)15)

tan r =
'1 '

From the different definition of a (see
Fig.6) follow different formulas for the
component leverarms n and m:

16

Angles of inclination about axes x' and y'

. '1'1. o/l'l/r.Sm fo = (GM)R = (Gf;()g/T;

b1. "Y1'~
Si" 1L :: - =0

~) / T"70 (~')R L R '0

f Q and ljJo are functions of \lS' \IV' 1''1.l/To
'

Dtr
and KG/To' These functionsare obtained 0

after some transformations by using the
above-wr i t ten formu las (equa tions (12), ( 1 3),
(14), (15) in Section 2.5}. The final angle
of inclination, J , can be calculated as
shown in Section 2.4 (equation (10), Fig.5).


